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ABSTRACT

The basic architecture of PLC-based control systems with PC based SCADA software has changed very little

in decades. This presentation describes a new system architecture that reduces capital cost, deployment

cost and running cost and can be deployed cost effectively for the automation of a small water district.

A case details the retrofit at a small water district in Geyserville, California, serving 86 homes. The district

has two wells with a surge tank about a mile away. Sodium hypochlorite is used for disinfection and the

injection is paced based on the flow from the wells. Two booster pumps move the water to a main tank up

a hill more than a mile away. Pump scheduling is controlled to reduce cost by taking advantage of the local

utility’s time of use tariff structures. The cloud based SCADA is used to display both real time and historical

trending and alarms without the need for a dedicated PC or custom software. The project was

implemented as part of an upgrade for the utility.
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